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Abstract

Natural language inference (NLI) is a key
part of natural language understanding.
The NLI task is defined as a decision
problem whether a given sentence – hy-
pothesis – can be inferred from a given
text. Typically, we deal with a text con-
sisting of just a single premise/single sen-
tence, which is called a single premise en-
tailment (SPE) task. Recently, a derived
task of NLI from multiple premises (MPE)
was introduced together with the first an-
notated corpus and corresponding several
strong baselines. Nevertheless, the further
development in MPE field requires acces-
sibility of huge amounts of annotated data.
In this paper we introduce a novel method
for rapid deriving of MPE corpora from
an existing NLI (SPE) annotated data that
does not require any additional annotation
work. This proposed approach is based on
using an open information extraction sys-
tem. We demonstrate the application of
the method on a well known SNLI cor-
pus. Over the obtained corpus, we provide
the first evaluations as well as we state
a strong baseline.

1 Introduction

Natural language inference (NLI), formerly
known as recognizing textual entailment (RTE)
task – as a part of natural language understand-
ing (NLU) – belongs to one of the most prominent
problems in NLP for more than ten years. Gener-
ally, the NLI task is to classify the relationship be-
tween a given text and a given hypothesis: whether
the hypothesis can be inferred from the text. The
task is typically formulated in a “sentence-pair set-
ting”, i. e., the text is just a single sentence. Ac-

cording to (Lai et al., 2017), we refer this setting
as a single premise entailment (SPE for short).
Current state-of-the-art approaches are based on
deep learning and/or ensemble methods. Over the
years, solid resources for supervised learning for
SPE were developed. In contrast, problems related
to NLI and/or problems derived from NLI, like re-
lation inference (Levy and Dagan, 2016), ques-
tion entailment (Abacha and Demner-Fushman,
2016), partial/facet entailment (Levy et al., 2013)
and (Nielsen et al., 2009), and others, are strongly
under-resourced. For further development in these
fields, this fact may be limiting.

Recently, a task of NLI from multiple premises
was proposed in (Lai et al., 2017) – the idea is
based on relaxing the common assumption that
the premise is just a single sentence. Again, ac-
cording to this paper, we will call this derived of
NLI task multiple premises entailment (MPE for
short). Similarly to other mentioned entailment
tasks, MPE is also under-resourced: to best of our
knowledge, there exists only one annotated corpus
(introduced in the original paper) for MPE.

The main aim of this work is to describe a novel
method of preparing MPE annotated corpora from
existing NLI SPE ones. It is based on using
open information extraction systems and on sev-
eral plausible assumptions. Then we apply the
proposed method on a concrete corpus and provide
the first evaluation and we state a strong baseline
for MPE task on this obtained corpus.

2 Preliminaries and Related Work

In this section we are going to put MPE task in
context, describe briefly the notion of open IE and
recall two entailment tasks where textual tuples
play a certain role.
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2.1 NLI Task and Notable Corpora for NLI

There exist several definitions of NLI or, formerly,
RTE task. Indeed, the differences among them
are rather subtle and have no real consequences
for NLP. For completeness, we provide the origi-
nal definition from (Dagan et al., 2005): “We say
that T entails H if humans reading T would typ-
ically infer that H is most likely true.” The deep
insight into the nature of NLI from the logical and
philosophical point of view is provided in (Kor-
man et al., 2018).

Originally, RTE was proposed as a binary deci-
sion task (entailment/non-entailment). Later, the
3-way task (entailment/neutral/contradiction) be-
came more frequent.

Nowadays, there exists a number of annotated
corpora for the NLI task. At the beginning of
RTE investigations, it was a collection of RTE cor-
pora created for Pascal/NIST/SemEval challenges.
A comprehensive overview of older RTE corpora
is provided in (Bentivogli et al., 2017).

A massive development in the field of NLI using
deep learning approaches was started after the re-
lease of the Stanford NLI corpus (Bowman et al.,
2015), probably the most widely used annotated
corpus for NLI, containing approx. 570K of anno-
tated sentence text-hypothesis pairs. This corpus
was later followed by MultiGenre NLI corpus –
MultiNLI (Williams et al., 2018) – of a compa-
rable size, but with a wider range of genres, in-
cluding spoken language, newspapers, 9/11 etc.
Both of these corpora were constructed in a simi-
lar way: given a sentence/premise, the annotators
were asked to write a sentence that is entailed by
the premise, a sentence that is contradictory to the
premise, and a sentence neutral w. r. t. the premise,
i. e., such that its truth value is independent to the
truth value of the premise. According to the classi-
fication presented in the paper (Poliak et al., 2018),
these two corpora belong to the human elicited
category. The paper also provides a comprehen-
sive analyses of SNLI, MultiNLI as well as an
overview of more recent and specific NLI corpora.

2.2 Natural Language Inference from
Multiple Premises

As already mentioned, the novel NLI task that is
based on inference over multiple premises was re-
cently introduced in (Lai et al., 2017). Given four
premise sentences and one hypothesis sentence,
the task is to label this premises-hypothesis pair

in a standard 3-way manner – entailment, neutral,
or contradiction.

This work was inspired by the Approximate en-
tailment task (Young et al., 2014), that arises from
processing the image captions – the task is to de-
cide whether a brief caption h (the hypothesis)
can describe the same image as a set of captions
P = {P1, . . . , PN} known to describe the same
image (the premises).

The (only one) MPE corpus1 introduced in the
paper (Lai et al., 2017) was created upon the
FLICKR30K dataset (Plummer et al., 2015). Hy-
potheses were generated in by simplifying ei-
ther a fifth caption describing the same image or
a caption corresponding to a different image and
given the standard 3-way tags (Poliak et al., 2018).
The simplification process relies on the denotation
graph (Young et al., 2014) – it is based on normal-
ization and reduction rules (e. g. lemmatization,
dropping modifiers and prepositional phrases, re-
placing nouns with their hypernyms, extracting
noun phrases), see (Lai et al., 2017). Each hypoth-
esis has at most 50% overlap with the words in
its corresponding premises. The MPE corpus con-
tains 8000 items in the training set, 1000 items in
the development set and 1000 in the test set.

To provide a better idea about the corpus, here
is an example of positive (entailment) item taken
again from (Lai et al., 2017):

Premises:

1. Two girls sitting down and looking at a book.

2. A couple laughs together as they read a book
on a train.

3. Two travelers on a train or bus reading
a book together.

4. A woman wearing glasses and a brown
beanie next to a girl with long brown hair
holding a book.

Hypothesis: Women smiling.
Label: ⇒ ENTAILMENT

In the paper, the authors also investigate the re-
lation between MPE and the standard (SPE) en-
tailment. In this particular MPE task/corpus,
each premise consists of four independently writ-
ten sentences and, using crowdsourcing, single-
premise entailment labels for each individual

1https://github.com/aylai/
MultiPremiseEntailment/tree/master/data/
MPE

https://github.com/aylai/MultiPremiseEntailment/tree/master/data/MPE
https://github.com/aylai/MultiPremiseEntailment/tree/master/data/MPE
https://github.com/aylai/MultiPremiseEntailment/tree/master/data/MPE
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single-premise-hypothesis pair in the DEV dataset
were obtained. Based on these individual labels, it
has been shown that majority voting strategies as
well as more sophisticated rule based approaches
over single labels to obtain the final MPE label do
not lead to sufficient results, hence MPE cannot be
trivially reduced to multiple SPE tasks.

2.3 Information Extraction (IE) and Open
Information Extraction (Open IE)

Information extraction is generally a process of
transforming an unstructured textual information
into a structured representation in the form of re-
lational phrase and its arguments, usually (arg1
; rel-phrase; arg2), see (Niklaus et al.,
2018). Information extraction deals with a prede-
fined relation vocabulary.

In contrast, in open information extraction in-
troduced by (Banko et al., 2007), this assumption
is relaxed, i. e., we do not require a fixed vocab-
ulary of relations. Open information extraction
systems extract textual n-tuples that represent ba-
sic propositions asserted by a sentence (Stanovsky
et al., 2018). An example of a result of open IE
process taken again from (Stanovsky et al., 2018):

INPUT: Mercury filling, particularly prevalent in
the USA, was banned in the EU, partly because it
causes antibiotic resistance.

OUTPUT:

• (mercury filling; particularly
prevalent; in the USA)

• (mercury filling; causes;
antibiotic resistance)

• (mercury filling; was banned;
in the EU; partly because it
causes antibiotic resistance)

2.4 Relational Entailment/Relation Inference
Open information extraction over particular parts
of an NLI corpus (hypotheses) was already
exploited in (Víta, 2018) in order to obtain
“sentence-textual tuple” entailment pairs when in-
troducing a task of relational entailment. This
task can be employed for checking facts in open
knowledge bases, i. e., sets of extracted tuples, see
(Mausam, 2016).

Another entailment task based on relational tu-
ples, was introduced by Levy et al. in (Levy
and Dagan, 2016) together with a new annotation

method for collecting data (on relation inference)
in context: the inference task was transformed into
simple factoid question answering. The result-
ing annotated corpus has a form of “textual triple-
textual triple plus entailment label”.

Indeed, in both cases, textual tuples are a “sub-
ject of entailment” – in the final corpus, the tuples
are inputs for the entailment decision. In this pa-
per we are going exploit open IE in a different way
– to create certain sentences.

3 Methods

In this section we are going to describe a gen-
eral method of constructing an MPE corpus from
a given single premise entailment corpus using an
open IE system and also its evaluation. Concrete
implementation details are provided in the next
section.

3.1 Creating MPE Corpus from SPE One

The main idea of this proposed approach is based
on the following observations:

• From longer sentences, it is usually possible
to extract multiple textual n-tuples.

• Results of open IE systems is naturally in-
terpretable when reading from left to right
(Stanovsky et al., 2018), hence they corre-
spond with sentences.

• The entailment label in an SPE task can be
used even for tasks where premise is repre-
sented in a “semantically equivalent form”.

In order to provide a compact notation, we in-
troduce the following convention: let us denote
a set of word types contained in a sentence or a tex-
tual n-tuple t by a symbol ||t||. Let e(s) be a set
of textual n-tuples extracted by an open IE system
from a sentence s and, finally, let s(t) be a string
obtained from a textual n-tuple t by removing aux-
iliary symbols (brackets and semicolons) – this
refers to the second observation: we assume that
s(t) can be treated as a sentence – it is a subject of
further investigations.

Given a premise P and a hypothesis H and
a corresponding entailment label L, we transform
this P -H pair into a set of multiple premises
M(P ) = {s(t) | t ∈ e(P )} accompanied with the
unchanged hypothesis H a s well as unchanged la-
bel L, iff the following conditions hold:
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1. |e(P )| > 1, i. e., we are interested only in
such cases, when more than one tuple is ex-
tracted from a given premise,

2. (∪t∈e(P )||t||) \ {“and”} = ||P ||, i. e., each
word of the premise is contained in at least
one extracted tuple (except “and”),

3. ∀t ∈ e(P ), ||H|| 6⊆ ||t||, i. e., we do not allow
situations, where the hypothesis is a shorten-
ing of some of the considered tuples,

4. ∀t, u ∈ e(P ), t 6= u, ||t|| 6⊆ ||u|| and ||u|| 6⊆
||t||.

The first condition is obvious. The second one
ensures that the information contained in the set
of extracted tuples is the same as in the original
premise under the natural assumption that a con-
tent of a sentence can be fully represented by a set
of textual n-tuples for sufficiently high n. By the
third condition we want to avoid cases of trivial
entailment from one of the multiple premises.
The last condition excludes situations when the
result M(P ) set contains “inclusion sentences”
like: Three men standing on grass
and Three men standing on grass by
the water looking at something on
a table.

The procedure of generating the MPE corpus
from an existing NLI one is now straightforward:
for each P − H − L triple of NLI corpus check
the conditions 3.1 for P , e(P ) and H – if satis-
fied, the obtained M(P )-H-L item is added into
MPE corpus being created. These items can be
further filtered according to different intentions,
e. g., we want to deal with items having at least k
premises or at most m premises, for instance. Ob-
viously, the quality of the annotation of the origi-
nal SPE corpus hardly influences the quality of the
obtained MPE corpus.

Unlike the MPE corpus from (Lai et al., 2017)
where all entailment items contain a set of a fixed
number of premises (4), we will generally obtain
sets of variable number of premises.

Reducing the number of trivial inferences by
limiting lexical overlap In order to reduce the
number of items where the inferences can be done
trivially, we may set up a threshold for lexical
overlap and consider only such items that the frac-
tion of the number of hypothesis tokens that ap-
pear in at least one premise and the number of hy-
pothesis tokens after stopwords removal is lower

or equal to a given threshold.
Remark The process can also produce posi-

tive (entailment) items where not all premises in
the M(P ) set take part in the entailment of the
hypothesis, i. e., one or more of the premises in-
volved together with the hypothesis form a neutral
pair/pairs. This phenomenon will be a subject of
further investigations. Nevertheless, in real situa-
tions, it is natural to deal with it, as well as with
premises such that one extends information pro-
vided by another, thus not fulfilling condition 4.

According to (Poliak et al., 2018) again, our
proposed corpus can be classified as automatically
recast, i. e., a corpus that was automatically gener-
ated from an existing dataset constructed for a dif-
ferent NLP task and the labeling was done with
no or a little manual work. In such cases, some
properties of the source corpora may be also trans-
ferred into the recasts.

3.2 Quality Evaluation of Our Corpus
NLI corpora are prone to contain several types of
annotation artifacts (Gururangan et al., 2018). For
example, a negation can indicate a contradiction
label, mainly in human elicited corpora. Using
“generic” words such as “animal” or “instrument”
is often typical for the entailment label thanks to
common annotators’ strategies.

In order to obtain a better insight into the char-
acteristics of the obtained corpus, we are going to
investigate the role of occurrence of certain single
words in hypotheses when predicting labels and
the role of the hypothesis-context relation as well
as appearance of different (annotators’) patterns.

3.3 Lexical Biases
At first, we are going to focus on words that are
strongly indicative of each inference class. In
(Gururangan et al., 2018), the authors use point-
wise mutual information (PMI) for all words and
classes in the training set:

PMI(word, class) = log
p(word, class)

p(word, .)p(., class)
.

The authors use add-100 smoothing to emphasize
word-class correlation and select Top 5 words in
each class.

In (Poliak et al., 2018), a conditional probability
was used:

p(l|w) = count(w, l)

count(w)
.
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Figure 1: Overall architecture of the simple
hypothesis-only classifier

3-class sigmoid

Fully connected layers

Hypothesis embedding

Then they analogously select Top words for each
class (label) l. If p(l|w) is highly skewed across la-
bels, there exists the potential for a predictive bias
(Poliak et al., 2018). In this paper, we are going to
use this second approach.

3.4 Hypothesis-Only Approach

Annotation artifacts in NLI corpora are common,
since annotators, mainly in human elicited corpora
development, have different strategies and patterns
for generating hypotheses. There are also artifacts
that arise from the “hypothesis-context” relation.
To model the degree of annotation artifact exis-
tence, a classifier that uses only hypotheses for
predicting the entailment classes can be trained. In
other words, the classifier completely ignoring the
information contained in the premise(s) is used.

In (Poliak et al., 2018), the authors call this ap-
proach “hypothesis-only” and they used a modi-
fied InferSent model (Conneau et al., 2017).

In (Gururangan et al., 2018), fastText
(Joulin et al., 2017), bag-of-words and bigram
based model was used, there it is called “premise-
oblivious text classifier”.

A general architecture of a hypothesis-only
classifier is depicted in Figure 1.

Since the outstanding results of BERT model in
SPE NLI task2, we use BERT (Devlin et al., 2018)
embeddings.

4 Results and Discussion

The proposed approach for MPE corpus develop-
ment can be generally used on any single premise
NLI annotated corpus in a language where a suit-
able open IE system is available. To demonstrate it
on a concrete dataset, we have chosen the already
mentioned SNLI corpus.

2See state-of-the-art results on SciTail corpus:
https://leaderboard.allenai.org/scitail/
submissions/public

4.1 MPE(SNLI) Corpus

As an input for our approach, the training dataset
of SNLI was used. From 150.736 unique
texts/premises, 229.428 n-tuples were extracted,
i. e., 1.522 n-tuples per sentence in average. The
extraction process was performed by Open IE 5.03

(Mausam, 2016). Additional labels provided by
the system (like L: for location) were removed.

For premise-hypothesis-GoldLabel items of
SNLI train, we follow the list of requirements in
subsection 3.1. The SNLI corpus contains ap-
pox. 2% of items without GoldLabel (marked “-”)
(Bowman et al., 2015). Even if P -H-L item with
L =“-” meets the requirements, it is not added to
the corpus being created. Hence the corpus con-
tains only three common labels (entailment, neu-
tral, contradiction) – the number of such items
was 96.

Moreover, we set-up a threshold for a lexical
overlap according to (Lai et al., 2017) to be equal
to 0.5.

The obtained dataset contains 45.622 items. It
was then randomly split into train/dev/test datasets
containing 32.000, 7.000 and 6.622 items, respec-
tively. Although the SNLI corpus is roughly bal-
anced between the three classes, our corpus con-
tains slightly higher fraction of contradiction la-
bels, mainly because of application of the lexical
overlap threshold – high lexical overlap typically
indicates the entailment class.

To provide a better idea about the proposed cor-
pus, we provide an example of each label – the
premises are syntactically transformed (from t to
s(t) in our notation): from textual tuples into sen-
tences, i. e. brackets and semicolons are removed,
the first letter is capitalized.

Example 1
Premises:

1. A white dog with his tongue out is in the snow.

2. A brown dog with his tongue out is in the
snow.

3. A black dog with his tongue out is in the snow.

Hypothesis: There are animals outdoors.
Label: ⇒ ENTAILMENT

Example 2
Premises:

3https://github.com/dair-iitd/
OpenIE-standalone

https://leaderboard.allenai.org/scitail/submissions/public
https://leaderboard.allenai.org/scitail/submissions/public
https://github.com/dair-iitd/OpenIE-standalone
https://github.com/dair-iitd/OpenIE-standalone
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1. 3 women posing for a picture.

2. 3 women are sitting down.

Hypothesis: The women are smiling.
Label: ⇒ NEUTRAL

Example 3
Premises:

1. A baby has food on his face.

2. A baby eats.

Hypothesis: Baby playing with a dog.
Label: ⇒ CONTRADICTION

The distribution of labels in the corpus is pro-
vided in Table 1.

Table 1: Distribution of labels in MPE(SNLI)
Train Dev Test

entailment 0.231 0.235 0.231
neutral 0.361 0.362 0.372
contradiction 0.407 0.403 0.396

As already mentioned, we do not require the
same number of premises in each corpus item, the
distribution of number of premises in the corpus is
also provided, see Table 2.

Table 2: Number of premises in MPE(SNLI)
# prem. 2 3 4 5 ≥ 6

# items 37765 5013 2294 253 297

4.2 MPE(SNLI) Lexical Biases

In order to select the most characteristic words
for each entailment label, we used the conditional
probability of a word w w. r. t. the label l. Since
there are extremely discriminative words having
a very low frequency, we focus only on words that
appear at least five times in the training dataset.
Table 3, Table 4, and Table 5 present Top 5 words
for each class in MPE(SNLI) corpus (training):
entailment, neutral, and contradiction respectively
together with corresponding values of conditional
probability.

These results correspond with our intuition, if
we consider the fact that the source of SNLI sen-
tences are mainly photo captions and the fact that
the original SNLI corpus was human elicited. Us-
ing lexical items that refer to “general” words

like object, similar, multicolored matches com-
mon strategies and patterns when creating entail-
ment pairs. We can also note that the first item in
the “contradiction list” is linked to negation. In-
vestigations of annotation strategies and patterns
can be a part of the future work.

Table 3: Cond. prob.: l = “entailment”

w p(l|w)
similar 0.875
facial 0.857
multicolored 0.857
object 0.848
least 0.840

Table 4: Cond. prob.: l = “neutral”

w p(l|w)
favorite 0.976
tired 0.964
first 0.940
tips 0.9385
tour 0.933

Table 5: Cond. prob.: l = “contradiction”

w p(l|w)
nobody 0.994
naked 0.971
quietly 0.968
cats 0.938
napping 0.931

4.3 Hypothesis-Only Classifier
Sentence (hypothesis) BERT embeddings were
computed using BERT-as-a-service appli-
cation (Xiao, 2018). We have used a pretrained
BERT model4 (12-layer, 768-hidden, 12-heads,
110M parameters). Each hypothesis was encoded
as a 768-dimensional vector. The optimal dimen-
sion (d = 100) of the single hidden layer was ob-
tained by a grid search.

The achieved accuracy reached 0.671 on the
test dataset, highly above the majority baseline
that equals 0.396. This result indicates a notable

4https://storage.googleapis.com/bert_
models/2018_10_18/uncased_L-12_H-768_
A-12.zip

https://storage.googleapis.com/bert_models/2018_10_18/uncased_L-12_H-768_A-12.zip
https://storage.googleapis.com/bert_models/2018_10_18/uncased_L-12_H-768_A-12.zip
https://storage.googleapis.com/bert_models/2018_10_18/uncased_L-12_H-768_A-12.zip
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presence of annotation artifacts in MPE(SNLI)
corpus. Nevertheless, approximately the same ac-
curacy was obtained on the test set of the orig-
inal SNLI single premise corpus using premise-
oblivious fastText classifier. We may conclude
that proposed corpus achieves a comparable level
of annotation artifacts occurrence.

4.4 Conclusion
We have proposed a method of exploiting an
open information extraction system for transform-
ing a NLI single premise corpus into a multiple
premises entailment (MPE) setting. The method
was then applied on SNLI training data and an
annotated MPE(SNLI) corpus was obtained. The
final corpus will be available at: https://
github.com/martinvita/openIE-MPE

4.5 Future Work
This work presents the first steps in creating cor-
pora for MPE task using open IE with a particular
application on SNLI data. The further work on
the proposed MPE(SNLI) corpus will include ex-
tending investigations outlined in this paper, e. g.
obtaining deeper insight into lexical bias or inves-
tigations about individual entailment classification
between hypotheses and individual premises – “el-
ements of M(P)” etc. as a natural continuation of
the work.

The keystone of the further work are the inves-
tigations of relations among the members of the
premise set M(P ) together with the development
of the entire MPE task . According to our intu-
ition, the MPE should be significantly more diffi-
cult than SPE task in the sense that the entailment
judgement should be based on a fusion of informa-
tion contained in the premises. This is also a nat-
ural step after the initial work (Lai et al., 2017) –
approving the importance of the MPE task.

Both the quality and quantity of extracted tuples
– hence also the number of premises and items
in the MPE corpus – are strongly influenced by
the functionality and quality of the open infor-
mation extraction system used. Comparing re-
sults/outputs of different open IE systems is an-
other prospective field of study.

As we have seen from examples provided in the
text, the proposed process led to the MPE corpus
with a variable number of premises whereas in the
first MPE corpus (Lai et al., 2017), each item con-
tains preciously four premises. In order to prepare
a formally compatible corpus, we are interested

also in “normalizing” the number of premises us-
ing various techniques, e. g. a paraphrase gen-
eration for cases when we have less premises than
needed, and concatenation in cases when the num-
ber of premises exceeds the required number.

Obviously, the proposed process does not rely
on certain properties of SNLI, hence it can be
straightforwardly applied to other corpora, (e. g.
MultiNLI, SciTail etc.), even to NLI single-
premise corpora in different languages where open
IE tools are available. SNLI is prone to several bi-
ases (that are transferred to MPE corpus), thus we
can expect the result obtained by applying our pro-
cedure on other corpora can lead to more valuable
and inspiring results.

A general task when having MPE corpora of
suitable quality and volume, is the development of
classifiers for MPE task based on different archi-
tectures, i. e., general development in MPE field
as well as further study on the mutual relationship
between the SPE NLI and the MPE NLI task.

Remark Finally, it should be noticed that MPE
task is related to NLI with external/background
knowledge, which seems to be a promising di-
rection in the field of NLU (Jiang et al., 2018).
Having a premise-hypothesis pair and an exter-
nal/background knowledge that can be formal-
ized in the form of sentences, we can generally
add these sentences as additional premises. The
key question is obviously the process of selec-
tion/recommendation of relevant sentences to be-
come these new additional premises. Clearly, the
number of premises needs to be limited. This ob-
servation illustrates the importance of the MPE
task in the entire NLU field.
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